Industry Update

Timbrian Europe NV: Constant Strive to Build
and Maintain Long Term Relationship

T

imbrian is an Old English verb, which
means “to build”, demonstrating how
fundamental timber was in the early
era as the main material for all forms of
construction.
This is at the essence of what Timbrian
Europe NV stands for, and the constant
strive to build and maintain long term
relationships with both its shippers &
suppliers as well as its customers, for the
sourcing and supply of high grade timber
and timber products.
Timbrian Europe NV is a dynamic
company specialising in sale and
international purchase of both Hardwood
profiles and basic mouldings. Timbrian
Europe NV sources from and represent
manufacturers across the globe, primarily
in Asia (Indonesia and Malaysia) and South
America (Brazil and Chile) as well North
America (USA and Canada).
The company is able to effectively

support both ends of the supply chain
through their partner offices in Singapore
and Brazil. These offices are in day-to-day
contact with the supplying manufacturers
and together with their own graders and
inspectors, they have created a network
to monitor and support the production and
final end chain delivery.
Their clients for these profiled and
moulded products are throughout the
European continental markets and include
Belgium, The Netherlands, France and
Germany.
Timbrian’s products include exterior
profiles decking and garden timber,
interior and exterior profiles/moulding
and engineered and solid interior doors.
The exterior profiles decking and garden
timber are made from Bangkirai, Keruing,
Massaranduba, Garapa, Ipe and Cumaru
from Indonesia and Brazil. Its interior
and exterior profiles/moulding is made
from Indonesian and Malaysian Meranti,
Bintangor and Palapi. Meanwhile,
Indonesian Meranti is used to make
its engineered and solid interior doors.
Timbrian also supplies rough sawn timber
made from the various Brazilian wood
species as well as Douglas Fir, Hemlock
& W.R. Cedar sourced from the USA West
Timber Trade Federation (ETTF) system.
Coast and Canada.
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